I[NTRODUCTION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-1}
==========================

Grid therapy, which is also known as spatially fractionated radiation therapy (SFRT), is a method that has been proven to be beneficial in the management of bulky and advanced tumors.\[[@ref1]\] In this technique, an open radiation field is being converted to a set of pencil beam radiation fields using an external block. Commonly, SFRT is performed with a single, large dose of radiation per fraction, followed by additional conventional treatments.\[[@ref2]\] The benefits of SFRT have been demonstrated clinically\[[@ref3][@ref4]\] and theoretically\[[@ref5]\] by different investigators. The theoretical calculations were usually based on linear quadratic (LQ) model for the calculations of the therapeutic ratios (TRs).\[[@ref5]\] Normally, the Grid blocks are made of Cerrobend or lead.\[[@ref6]\] While some publications have discussed different methods of fabricating Grid blocks.\[[@ref7][@ref8]\] Almendral *et al*.\[[@ref7]\] introduced a simple method to construct a hybrid Grid pattern using both block and multileaf collimator (MLC). Zhu *et al*.\[[@ref8]\] investigated the feasibility of fabricating Cerrobend Grid block using 3D printing. Recently, new advancements of technologies such as Tomotherapy and Cyberknife were used for a virtual Grid therapy.\[[@ref9][@ref10]\] In addition, the MLC-based Grid approach is widely used, and its feasibility was demonstrated by many authors.\[[@ref4][@ref11]\] The MLC-based Grid technique has many advantages, such as the ease of creating the MLC Grid shape and no need for carrying and mounting of the heavy Grid block. However, it has found from clinical experience, that the main drawback of the MLC-based approach is the relatively long delivery time in comparison with the Grid block approach.\[[@ref12]\]

A specific design of a physical Grid block may define the fraction of the target volume that will receive the primary radiation through the holes of the block and the fraction of the target volume that will receive scattered and transmitted radiation. The patterns of the radiation distributions over the target volume may affect the therapeutic response of Grid therapy. Several studies were performed on the clinical response of tumors, with different radiosensitivities, using Grid therapy.\[[@ref4][@ref13][@ref14]\] It is noteworthy that the majority of the clinical data that was obtained within the past several years were based on the Grid blocks with an arbitrarily selected 1 cm hole diameter. Therefore, the impact of the Grid hole diameter and spacing between the holes on its therapeutic parameters remained unresolved.

In our previous investigations, the effectiveness of the Grid therapy has been evaluated for tumors with different radiation sensitivities. The impact of the geometrical design of the Grid blocks was evident during these experiments.\[[@ref15]\] In the present study, we have developed a novel method to investigate the design of an optimal Grid block with maximum TR, minimum geometric sparing factor (GSF), and optimum ratio of the open to blocked area (ROTBA). These investigations were performed by calculating the TRs of different Grid blocks with different hole diameters and hole spacing using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation techniques.

An optimal Grid block was manufactured based on the data from the simulations. Finally, the results of the MC simulated data were validated using experimental dosimetric techniques.

M[ATERIALS AND]{.smallcaps} M[ETHODS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-2}
=================================================

Dose distributions for 25 Grid blocks with different hole diameters and center-to-center spacing were obtained using MC simulation technique. For each Grid block, the therapeutic and geometric parameters were determined from calculated dose distributions by the following methods.

M[ONTE]{.smallcaps} C[ARLO]{.smallcaps} S[IMULATION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-3}
================================================================

The Geant4 toolkit (Version 9.6.p02) was used to simulate the head of the Varian 2100C linear accelerator for a 6 MV photon beam based on the vendor\'s parameters.\[[@ref16]\] The simulations were performed in two steps. First, the accelerator head and primary collimator were simulated to create the photon spectrum in a plane, located before the jaws, which will be referred to as the "phase space." A total number of 10^9^ events were generated from the initial electron source to collect 50 million particles in the phase space as a scored plane with dimensions of 40 cm × 40 cm × 0.2 cm. Second, the phase space file served as a source for simulating the dose distribution in water phantom located after the Grid block. Cross-section libraries from the Livermore physics list\[[@ref17]\] were used to create interpolated and tabulated cross-section data for investigating the photon and electron interactions with matter. A 1 mm range cutoff in water, which corresponds to an energy cutoff 350 keV for electrons and positrons, and 5 keV for photons, was selected in these simulations. These cutoff ranges were well covered by a low energy package for electromagnetic interactions.\[[@ref18]\] The water phantom used for these simulations had a dimension of 30 cm × 30 cm × 30 cm. The center of the water phantom was modeled to be along the central axis of the beam, and the phantom was divided into a set of voxels with dimensions of 2 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm. The accuracy of the MC simulation was verified by comparison of the simulated and measured percentage depth dose (PDD) and the dose profile at the depth of 5 cm in a water phantom for a 10 cm × 10 cm open field size. The measurements were performed with a calibrated PTW-31010 Semiflex ionization chamber (PTW-Freiburg, Germany).

Next, dose distributions of 25 different patterns of Grid blocks were calculated using the phase space file in MC simulation. The hole diameters of these Grids were 0.5 cm, 0.75 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.25 cm, and 1.5 cm, while the center-to-center distances were 1.7 cm, 1.8 cm, 1.9 cm, 2.0 cm, and 2.1 cm. The Grids were assumed to have a hexagonal pattern\[[@ref19]\] with divergent holes. The thicknesses of the Grid blocks were chosen to be 7.5 cm of lead.

Therapeutic parameter calculations {#sec2-1}
----------------------------------

In this study, we considered GSF and TR as the therapeutic parameters and ROTBA as a geometrical parameter of the Grid blocks. A dose profile obtained from MC simulation, across a single hole of the Grid, with 6 MV x-ray beam at 5 cm depth in water phantom was used to calculate the survival fraction (SF) of normal and tumor tissues placed under the Grid block. Recently, some studies have discussed the suitability of the LQ model for describing SFs at high doses (\>12 Gy).\[[@ref20][@ref21][@ref22]\] However, Kirkpatrick\[[@ref22]\] has shown that the LQ model underestimates the surviving fraction in the high-dose range. The Hug--Kellerer (H-K) model is a radiobiological model that was introduced for high-dose range.\[[@ref23]\] In this study, both the LQ and the H-K models were used for determination of SF in a nonuniform dose distribution field using the following:
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where α and β are radiobiological parameters in LQ model and k~1~, k~2~, and k~3~ are parameters in H-K model. These parameters are interrelated as follows:
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In Equation 1, *Vi* represents the relative number of cells that receive a dose value ranging from *D~i~* and *D~i~* +~1~. \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\] shows a schematic diagram for the beam\'s dose profile under a single Grid hole. Assuming a uniform distribution of the cells within the irradiation volume as a disc with 0.1 mm thickness, *Vi* is calculated as the ratio of the volume of each disc to the total volume under a Grid hole, where *r~max~* is the radius of the largest circle under one hole.

![Schematic diagram of the dose profile under a single hole in a Grid field with the related parameters that were considered for therapeutic ratio calculations](JMP-42-213-g003){#F1}
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This radius is the same as half of the center-to-center distances between the holes. It should be noted that, because of the hexagonal pattern of the Grid holes, the area between the largest circular disc and hexagonal shape was calculated by considering the area of this segment as: area of hexagon-![](JMP-42-213-g005.jpg). The tissue cells in these discs are assumed to receive nearly uniform irradiation dose (±1%).

Tumors were categorized into 3 groups based on their SF values for 2 Gy dose (SF2): radiosensitive tumors (SF2 \< 0.4), semisensitive tumors (SF2 = 0.4), and radio-resistant tumors (SF2 \> 0.4). The value of 0.4 was determined based on clinical data from Bjork-Eriksson.\[[@ref24]\] In addition, it was assumed that the SF2 value for normal tissue is constant (SF2 = 0.4). The values of α/β ratios for tumor cells and normal cells were considered to be 10 Gy and 2.5 Gy, respectively.\[[@ref25]\] The values of the SF2 and α/β ratios for normal and tumor tissues were used in equations 1 and 2 to determine the α, β and k~1~, k~2~, k~3~ parameters for the two radiobiological models \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. It is worth to note that, in spite of different radiobiological parameters (i.e., α, β) that were reported in the previous clinical data, since a relative comparison was considered between 25 different patterns of Grid blocks, our tumor cell classification based on the tumor radiosensitivity seems as a comprehensive procedure.

###### 

Sample α, β, K~1~, K~2~ and K~3~ values of tumor (T) and normal (N) cells for three different types of tumors cells
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The equivalent uniform dose for tumor tissues (EUD~Tumor~) was introduced as the uniform dose that will result in survival of the same number of clonogens as the nonhomogeneously irradiated tumor.\[[@ref26]\] This term was also generalized for nonhomogeneously irradiated normal structures as EUD~Normal~.\[[@ref27]\] In Grid therapy, the EUD is defined as the absorbed dose from a single fraction of open field uniform irradiation that creates the same tumor or normal SF as the Grid therapy, as shown below\[[@ref28]\]:
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Another parameter that has been used for Grid therapy is the geometrical sparing factor (GSF). This parameter identifies the risk of normal tissue complications from Grid therapy. A smaller GSF represents greater normal tissue sparing and higher TR advantage.\[[@ref29]\] Although GSF is usually defined for brachytherapy treatments,\[[@ref30]\] we have considered it for Grid therapy as a virtual brachytherapy technique.\[[@ref10]\] We have investigated the variation of GSF for different Grid designs. The GSF for a Grid block was defined as the ratio of the EUD value of the normal tissue to EUD value of the tumor (equation (5))
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The GSF values for 25 different Grid geometries were calculated using the SFs determined from the MC simulated dose distribution and equation 5. For a given hole diameter, the GSF values were calculated from the average GSF for different hole spacings. Similarly, for a given hole spacing, the GSF values were calculated from the average of the GSF for Grids with different hole diameters. To determine the statistical impact of hole diameter and hole spacing on the GSF, two-way ANOVA testing was employed using OriginPro 8 (OriginLab Corporation) software. TR values were calculated for each Grid design. TR was related to increase of the normal tissue SFs as:
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SF~normal~ (Grid) and SF~normal~ (EUD~Tumor~) are the SF of the normal tissue for the Grid therapy dose and SF of the open field with equivalent uniform dose of the tumor, respectively. Most of the published clinical data are based on Grid blocks with a 1.0 cm hole diameter and a 1.8 cm center-to-center distance at the isocenter.\[[@ref13][@ref14]\] Therefore, for comparison between different Grid designs, a similar Grid pattern (i.e., distribution of Grid holes) has been considered as a reference Grid.

Since the prescription dose of 15 Gy per fraction in megavoltage Grid therapy is widely accepted,\[[@ref13][@ref14][@ref31][@ref32]\] this dose was considered for comparison of the TR values of different Grid blocks. The EUD for a Grid with a 1.0 cm hole diameter and 1.8 cm center-to-center distance was calculated. As suggested by Zwicker *et al*.,\[[@ref33]\] for all other Grid geometries with different hole diameters and center-to-center distances, the maximum doses for different Grid designs were adjusted such that the EUD value remains the same.

The ROTBA is a geometrical parameter that can be considered for assessment of different Grid block designs. In this study, the ROTBA parameters were calculated from 2D projections of the different Grid designs at the linear accelerator isocenter for a 10 cm × 10 cm Grid field.

Grid manufacturing {#sec2-2}
------------------

To validate the data based on MC simulation, a sample Grid block was fabricated with the characteristics of the optimum Grid block. This Grid was constructed by casting 149 divergent apertures with a hexagonal pattern in a 7.5 cm thick block of lead. Computer numerical control machining was used to fabricate the Grid block from the lead. The Grid support plate has the same dimensions as the wedge plate, but it also has its top surface open. The Grid can provide a maximum field size of 20 cm × 20 cm at the isocenter.

Dosimetric characteristics of this Grid block, such as beam profiles, isodose distributions, output factor, and PDD, were experimentally determined. Measurements were performed for a 6 MV X-ray beam using EBT3 Gafchromic film to obtain dose profiles and thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) in Solid Water™ phantom material for the output factor measurements. The PTW 310014 pinpoint ionization chamber was used in water phantom to confirm dose profiles and output factor dosimetry measurements. Gamma analysis\[[@ref34]\] was used to evaluate agreement between the PDDs and beam profiles obtained from the ionization chamber measurements and film dosimetry.

Dosimetric characteristics of the optimal Grid block {#sec2-3}
----------------------------------------------------

### Ionization chamber measurements {#sec3-1}

Ionization chamber measurements were performed using a PTW 3D radiation scanning system. The system consisted of a T10001--11350 electrometer, PTW-tbascan1.3 data acquisition/processing software, and a PTW 310014 pinpoint ionization chamber. This ionization chamber was calibrated according to recommendations of the IAEA TRS-398 protocol.\[[@ref35]\] The sensitive volume of the chamber is 0.01 cm^3^, which provides a sufficiently small spatial resolution, relative to the Grid hole diameter. The Grid output at d~max~ for field size of 10 cm × 10 cm, PDD, in-plane and cross-plane beam profiles were measured in a water tank with dimensions of 50 cm × 50 cm × 70 cm. In addition, dose profiles for different Grid field sizes were measured using pinpoint ionization chamber detector to investigate the dependence of the valley to peak ratio and dose distribution under a single Grid hole on the Grid field size. These parameters were used for determination of the TR for Grid.

Gafchromic film and thermoluminescent dosimeter dosimetry measurements {#sec2-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Gafchromic EBT3 (batch number 04141402) was used to perform film dosimetry for dose profiles within the Grid irradiation field in Solid Water™ phantom. For TLD measurements, GR-207A TLD was used to measure the dose at points of interest. These TLDs were manufactured by Fimel Company (Fimel, Velizy, France). These disk-shaped TLD chips have a dimension of 4.5 mm × 0.8 mm. The details of our dosimetry procedures, for both Gafchromic film and the GR-207A TLD, are described in our previous publications.\[[@ref36][@ref37]\] Therefore, they will be described here very briefly.

For both film and TLD dosimetry, calibrations were performed from 1 to 18 Gy with increments of 1 Gy and 3 Gy, respectively. Due to the variable dose rates within the Grid field, the film and TLD response sensitivities to the dose rate were evaluated. These evaluations were performed by calibrating the dosimeters using dose rates of 100 MU/min, 300 MU/min, and 500 MU/min from the linear accelerator. The accuracy of dose calibrations with TLD chips and EBT Gafchromic film dosimeter were confirmed by cross-calibration with a Semiflex ionization chamber (31010, PTW). The dose uncertainty associated with our film dosimetry system was estimated according to the formulas proposed by Devic *et al*.\[[@ref38]\] The output of the Grid at d~max~ for field size of 10 cm × 10 cm, beam profiles, and PDD were measured in Solid Water™ slabs using EBT Gafchromic film.

Radiation dosimetry was performed with TLD at points of interest in several different depths (d~max~, 5 cm and 10 cm) using slabs of Solid Water™ phantom material. These phantoms were carefully machined to accommodate the TLDs at the center of the Grid holes and also in the blocked areas.\[[@ref5]\] In these experiments, a total of 9 chips were located at the center of the Grid holes and 9 chips were placed at the blocked areas. The responses of the irradiated TLDs were obtained using the Lecteur de Thermoluminescence Manuel reader system (Fimel, Velizy, France).\[[@ref39]\] These responses were then converted to dose, using the calibration of the TLD responses in open field irradiation.

R[ESULTS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-4}
=====================

Monte Carlo simulation {#sec2-5}
----------------------

Comparing the MC-simulated and experimentally measured PDD and beam profile for a 10 cm × 10 cm open field showed a good agreement between the data sets. More than 90% of the points were passing the gamma comparison to within 3%/3 mm clinical criterion. These results indicate the accuracy of the MC simulations used in this project. The simulations have statistical uncertainties of ±1%. The MC simulated dose profiles of Grid blocks are obtained for hole diameters of 0.5 cm, 0.75 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.25 cm, and 1.5 cm, with a constant center-to-center spacing of 1.8 cm, at a depth of 5 cm, in water phantom. These results indicate that the dose to valley increases as the hole diameter increases.

Therapeutic parameters calculations {#sec2-6}
-----------------------------------

[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the mean and standard deviation of calculated GSF as a function of tumor radiosensitivity for each Grid hole diameter and hole center-to-center distance. The differences between GSF values from both LQ and H-K models were found to be \<1%. The values of EUD used in this project were 4.41 Gy and 4.40 for LQ and H-K models, respectively.

###### 

The geometrical sparing factor for the Grids with different hole diameters and hole center-to-center distances as a function of tumor's radio-sensitivity

![](JMP-42-213-g010)

The dependence of GSF value on the hole diameter and spacing of the Grid block was found to be statistically significant (*P* \< 0.01). The impact of the Grid hole diameter and hole center-to-center spacing on TR is shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} for both LQ and H-K models. The difference of the TR values between these models is about 1%. These results indicate that the TR of the Grid block is dependent on the radio-sensitivity of the tumor (i.e., presented here as SF2 value) and size of the Grid holes. For example, with the LQ model, the TR values for radio-resistant tumors (i. e. SF2 \>0.4) changes from 1.2 to 1.7 as the hole diameter increases from 0.5 to 1.1 cm. This is a 42% increase on TR. For a given hole diameter, the TR value is changing about (±4%) by changing the spacing between the Grid holes from 1.7 cm to 2.1 cm. [Figure 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that TR values may decrease as spacing between the holes increases. Similar results are observed with the H-K model. In addition, as shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, a Grid with hole size in this range has a smaller GSF value, which confirms it is potential clinical benefit. Moreover, for this Grid, the calculated ROTBA value for a 10 cm × 10 cm Grid field was found to be close to unity (±10%) as shown in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

![The influence of the Grid hole-diameter on the therapeutic ratio of the tumors with different radio-sensitivities for (a) linear quadratic model and (b) Hug--Kellerer Model. The influence of the Grid hole center-to-center spacing on the therapeutic ratio of the tumors with different radio-sensitivities for (c) linear quadratic model and (d) Hug--Kellerer model](JMP-42-213-g011){#F2}

###### 

The ratios of the open to blocked area parameters are shown for a 10×10 cm^2^ Grid field with different designs

![](JMP-42-213-g012)

According to the therapeutic and geometric parameter calculations, the optimum Grid block design should include the following: 1-Grid blocks should have a hole diameter \>1.0 cm and \<1.5 cm. 2-The ROTBA should be close to unity to achieve an optimal TR value, 3-with the least GSF value. Based on these definitions, a Grid block with a hole diameter of 1.25 ± 0.05 cm and a hole center-to-center distance of 1.7 ± 0.05 cm is recommended as an optimal Grid block.

TDosimetric characteristics of the optimal Grid block {#sec2-7}
-----------------------------------------------------

The dosimetric parameters of the optimal Grid block have been measured with EBT3 Gafchromic film, TLD, and ionization chamber. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the calibration curves for TLD dosimetry. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the EBT3 film calibration for a 6 MV X-ray beam. The film response was obtained as a linear response in red channel (The R2-values was about 0.98). Dose-response dependencies on the dose rate of the linear accelerator were found to be within 1% and 2% for TLD and film dosimetry, respectively. In addition, the total dose uncertainty was found to be up to 4.7% for the red channel calibration curve using film dosimetry.

![Calibration curves for GR-207A thermoluminescent dosimeter for three different dose rates](JMP-42-213-g013){#F3}

![Calibration curve for Gafchromic™ EBT3 film for 6 MV X-ray beam for different dose rates](JMP-42-213-g014){#F4}

The output of the optimal Grid block at depth of maximum dose was obtained as 0.86 cGy/MU, 0.85 cGy/MU, and 0.83 cGy/MU using TLD, ionization chamber, and film dosimetry, respectively [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}\]. There was \<3% difference between measured outputs from different dosimetry techniques. In addition, [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows the values of the outputs, at different depths, in open and blocked areas of the Grid field. These results indicate a good agreement (±4.4%) between the three techniques. The average of these three outputs was considered to determine the monitor unit required for delivery of a given dose. \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} represents an excellent agreement (±5%/5 mm) between the different dosimetric techniques in measuring PDD and dose profiles. In addition, there was good symmetry and well-pattern dose profiles for the manufactured Grid block in both in-plane and cross-plane directions \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows that the dose profile under each Grid hole (i.e., FWHM as well as the Peak to Valley ratio) is independent of the Grid field size. Therefore, the TR and GSF values are not dependent on the Grid field size.

###### 

Dose output factor (cGy/MU) for the optimal Grid block, for 10×10 cm^2^ Grid field size, as a function of depth measured with thermoluminescent dosimeter and film in Solid Water™ and in the ionization chamber in water phantom
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![Comparison between film and ionization chamber measured percentage depth dose as a function of field size for (a) in-plane dose profile, (b) cross-plane dose profile, and (c) as a function of depth](JMP-42-213-g016){#F5}

![In-plane dose profile from ionization chamber measurements for 20 cm × 20 cm, 10 cm × 10 cm and 5 cm × 5 cm Grid field sizes](JMP-42-213-g017){#F6}

[Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} shows a good agreement (within 5%) between the MC-simulated and the measured therapeutic, geometric, and dosimetric parameters of the Grid. These results demonstrate the power and accuracy of MC simulation methods for guiding Grid block design.

###### 

Comparison between dosimetric characteristics of the Grid with Monte Carlo simulation

![](JMP-42-213-g018)

D[ISCUSSIONS AND]{.smallcaps} C[ONCLUSIONS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-5}
=======================================================

In this study, we performed a dosimetric simulation of 25 Grid blocks with different hole diameters and hole center-to-center distances for assessment of the therapeutic and geometric parameters of the Grid block using both the LQ and H-K models.

The calculated GSF values show that changing the hole diameter and hole spacing of a Grid block have a significant impact (*P* \< 0.01) on sparing normal tissue in this radiation therapy technique. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates increased therapeutic response with SF2 of tumor for both LQ and H-K radiobiological models. These findings correlate well with previous studies.\[[@ref13][@ref15]\] The Grid therapy response for different types of tumor cells with considering different values of α/β ratios was introduced elsewhere.\[[@ref15]\] It is worth to note that considering different values of radiobiological parameters (i.e., α, β for LQ model and *k1*, *k2*, *k3* for H-K model) may lead to different values for TRs, but this effect does not change the results of this study because a relative comparison was performed between 25 Grid block designs to introduce an optimal Grid block.

Moreover, our study shows that for radio-resistant tumors (SF2 \> 0.4), appropriate design of the hole diameter and hole spacing may lead to 40% higher clinical response relative to Grid blocks with hole diameters smaller than 1.0 cm or larger than 1.25 cm. However, no significant changes are seen for radio-sensitive tumors. Considering the therapeutic parameters, TR and GSF, Grid blocks with hole diameters between 1 and 1.5 cm and hole spacing between 1.7 and 1.9 cm provide the optimal therapeutic parameters. Since the TR values are independent on the Grid field size \[[Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\], a Grid field size of 10 cm × 10 cm was considered for different Grid designs comparison.

Interestingly, regarding the clinical benefits of Grid therapy, prior publications used Grid blocks with hole diameter and spacing in similar ranges as of our study.\[[@ref3][@ref4][@ref13][@ref31]\] In a study by Zwicker *et al*.,\[[@ref33]\] the advantage of Grid therapy was demonstrated theoretically using Grid blocks with hole sizes of 1.3 cm. The optimal Grid hole diameter in our study (1.25 ± 0.05 cm), which was determined from a wider range of Grid designs, was very close to their findings. In addition, Grid blocks with a hole diameter of 1.25 cm and hole spacing of 1.7 cm have ROTBA parameter close to 1:1 within (±10%). This means that the open and blocked areas are approximately equal in our optimal Grid block. This ratio has been previously considered for Grid block manufacturing.\[[@ref32]\] ROTBA can be dependent on the Grid field size, but in this study, a constant Grid field size (10 cm × 10 cm) was considered for all simulations to ease of comparisons between different Grid designs.

We have also shown that alternative radiobiological models (i.e., high-dose versus low dose) do not make a difference in the calculation of TR values by more than 1%. This could be attributed to the small volume of tissue that receives high doses of radiation under the Grid hole.\[[@ref40]\]

Although we have introduced a calculation model to design a block-based Grid, a similar method can be implemented for virtual-based or MLC-based Grids. An appropriately designed Grid can improve the therapeutic response in SFRT.
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